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About This Game

Welcome home, pardner! We've been waiting for you here in the town of Sanctuary. Take your boots off and sit a spell. Ex-
Marshal James Anderson lived a quiet life with his wife and daughter. One black day that life was shattered by a fancy-dressed,

greed driven land baron intent on plowing down his farm to make way for the railroad. Now Anderson's driven by revenge,
which he'll exact in a spray of gunfire.

Get ready for the good, the bad, and the even worse. As Marshall James Anderson, you'll face a horde of ornery, gun-slinging
outlaws. You'll shoot your way through a twisted plot of greed and revenge. You'll arm yourself with firearms, as well as your

wits. So go ahead, and make your day.

• Highly stylized characters with distinct personalities and weapons.
• Gameplay involving puzzle solving to tease the mind as well as the trigger finger.

• Combines first-person Gun Slinging Action and Wild West Adventure in one game.
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Title: Outlaws + A Handful of Missions
Genre: Action
Developer:
LucasArts
Publisher:
Lucasfilm, Disney Interactive
Release Date: 31 Mar, 1997

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or newer

Processor: 1.8 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7

DirectX: Version 7.0

Storage: 651 MB available space

Sound Card: 16-bit sound card

Additional Notes: Mouse, Keyboard

English
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This is an amazing shoot'em up. It looks great and always ran incredibly smooth on my old Toshiba laptop, despite the vast
number of enemies and bullets on screen at any given time. The looting and upgrade system is loads of fun and really keeps you
playing. The only con would be that the campaign only took me about 5 hours to beat, but for the price and genre that's
absolutely fine and there is plenty of replayability with different difficulties and a survival mode.

Overall, stunning game 10\/10.. So, i've been playing this game for some consecutive hours and i must say: this is a masterpiece.

I would totally buy it for a bigger price. 10/10. Just the right amount of challenge. There's nothing that makes like zero sense
and makes you wanna stress poop tryna figure it out. If you liked Grim Fandango and Curse of Monkey Island, etc. this is a
great one for ya. I completed it in 9.6hrs and I'm probably about an averagely good player.. This game is really interesting, it
take back the principles of a good tactic game with the elements of CS.
The parts multiplayers will never be alike because the composition of the team of your enemy will almost never be the same.
And we have an active developer it's perfect for this game which is a promoter.Nothing is overpowed all classe have him
d\u00e9saventages.
It's a good game.. took me 93 minutes to complete (spent some time on trying to eat my keyboard). Some levels felt more like a
torment than a game.

Would recommend for hardcore platformer fans. Definitely DON'T buy this game if you dont have the patience of a saint.

Also: The collision in this game hates you.. It's a typical run of the mill platformer yet has it's own unique goofball style that
provides a twisted fun factor. $1 bucket is definitely where this belongs.. This is the worst game i have ever played in my entire
life. ♥♥♥♥♥♥ controls and movement, half the time your punches go right through the people. dont buy this game. Very
polished and fast paced defense game~
You can try the endless challenge mode if you just want non-stop action.
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Farmington Tales uncannily recreates the true organic farming experience - Rummage through your shed to find personal
possessions to pawn, so you can make ends meet while waiting for a hipster to buy your $51 potato.

Seriously though, I was shocked at how well put together this inexpensive little gem was. The language\/translation problems
that plague so many other hidden object games were not present. I found zero misnamed objects. Zero. I was stunned. The story
and the cut scenes made sense. The mini-games scaled in difficulty to provide some challenge over time. There were even sub-
objectives within the hidden object puzzles to make them more challenging (finding objects in relation to one another, in
specific order on the screen, quest to find a specific object over multiple puzzles). There were always clear instructions
provided for the mini-games and sub-objectives. The attention to detail for a casual title was truly impressive.

There was one minor negative early on that I wanted to note. I had to turn the ambient sounds off after a couple of hidden
object boards, and I left them off the rest of the game. For some boards, it was like being in a room full of malfunctioning See
'N Says. The barnyard animal noises were out of control. Sure the sheep goes baaaaa, but does she have to do it so loudly and so
frequently?. Despite the abrupt and frankly disappointing ending, I think this game is worth playing through to the end. It builds
on Human Revolution's gameplay, and is perhaps the best gameplay ever exhibited in a Deus Ex game. The story is not as great
as DX1 or HR's, and the ending is obviously sequel bait, but it still kept me interested until the end. I really hope they make a
sequel to this game; the hate it got was overblown, in my opinion.

I also had many technical issues with this game. The game was stuck loading a lot, and on certain cutscenes, I could not
progress. I had to use a different computer in order to get past those. For those reasons, I probably won't play through this game
again.

Nevertheless, if you're a fan of Deus Ex, and you've played through Deus Ex Human Revolution, then pick this game up.. It's a
cute and semi-funny game.

 Pros: 
- Easy to play (Point & Click)
- Interesting Story
- Good graphics
- Nice Voiceacting
- Soundtrack

 Cons: 
- Usage of different Art-styles of some Characters and Animations
- Overlaping Music on some Locations
- Weird Solutions to puzzles
- Rather Short (2.8h for one blind playthrough)

For my experience this game was too short to cost over 10€. Yet it was a nice experience to play this, and for people who like
shorter games, this is perfect for them.. Perfect to buy for the italia dlc. Strange dependence of texture resolution and fine
covering of UV space.
On forum their workers gave only one anwere - for better UV mapping (Unwarp) choose 2048 resolution.

You will not see this problem in Demo version.. I contemplated this one a bit before I bought it - then it went on sale for just
under $8 CAD. I read a lot of negative comments on here about the game, but I watched a few game play videos online and
decided I was going to buy it. I grew up on a dairy farm and have also played and enjoyed numerous farm games and I have to
say - I enjoy this game.
Yes, the game play is a little slow as it uses real time building similar to Prison Architect, where you have to wait for the
workers to arrive and build the structure. I think this may be where the game looses a lot of people. In terms of a farm sim, its
fairly simple. You build a structure - you put things into it and it gives you things back that you can take and put into something
else that makes another thing that you use to make a thing to use to make the other thing.....get it? I am happy with the price I
paid - I don't know if it's worth 25$ though. It has a cute little campaign with a story about a dad and his son trying to save the
family farm. It has scenarios and a free play mode where you can build your own farm. The graphics are pretty good for the
price. If you are familiar with this type of game and the Prison Architect style of building, you will probably get your moneys
worth of enjoyment out of the game.. This is unfinished, the Story is great but too many times am i unable to moove, And also
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people speaking with their mouth clearly closed. Will change to Positive as soon as it is fixed.
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